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Description Stock #394316 - GREAT OPEN INTERIOR!!! TONS OF ROOM &
STORAGE!!!Discover the epitome of luxury on the road with the 2020 Solitude
382WB Fifth Wheel. Designed for those who embrace the RV lifestyle without
compromising on comfort or quality, this model sets the standard for spacious
living and high-end amenities.Step inside the 382WB and be greeted by a
residential feel that's both elegant and practical. The expansive living area is
perfect for relaxing or entertaining, featuring plush seating, a large HD TV, and a
fireplace that adds warmth and ambiance on cooler evenings. The open-concept
design seamlessly connects the living space with a fully equipped kitchen that
will delight any culinary enthusiast. High-end stainless steel appliances, a vast
island with additional seating, and ample storage make meal preparation a
joy.The 382WB takes luxury to the next level with its master suite, boasting a king-
size bed, abundant wardrobe space, and a TV for private viewing. The adjoining
master bathroom offers a spa-like experience with its dual vanity, large shower,
thoughtful storage solutions, and a washer & dryer, providing the comfort and
convenience of home.But it's not just the interiors that impress. The 2020
Solitude 382WB's construction and external features are equally noteworthy.
Robust and reliable, it's built on a solid foundation designed for extended travel or
full-time living. External storage solutions are generous, ensuring all your travel
essentials are easily accessible. For those who refuse to settle for anything but
the best, the 2020 Solitude 382WB Fifth Wheel is your gateway to unparalleled
travel experiences. Whether you're exploring new horizons or finding solace in
your favorite retreats, this fifth wheel offers the space, luxury, and amenities to
make every journey memorable.We are looking for people all over the country
who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like
the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to
learn more.This listing has now been on the market 30 days. If you are thinking of
making an offer, go ahead and submit it today! Let's make a deal!Reason for
selling is interests have changed.You have questions? We have answers. Call us
at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At
Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call
(855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 394316
VIN Number: rvusa-394316
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 38

Item address Burleson, Texas, United States
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